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Introduction
This article aims to show first how the internal aspect of the originally radical concept of sovereignty was tamed in different constitutional orders by conceptual compromise strategies.1 New challenges to the external aspect (i.e., international legal sovereignty) call however for new compromises. The article then examines whether the compromise strategies applied originally for the internal aspect can be used analogically for the problems of the external aspect posed by European integration, or whether there are other conceptual ways to go.

In order to understand the social function of sovereignty, we have to have a look at the context that gave birth to it. The concept originated in the 16-17th centuries in Western Europe. The bloody anarchies caused by religious wars, emerging capitalism’s need for predictability of rules and legal certainty, and the con-
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flicts about absolutistic tendencies of monarchs called for a new doctrine ensuring a clear-cut, determinate solution to intrastate power relations. Because of secularisation it could no longer be a theological doctrine. Also due to secularisation, the former divine legitimisation of monarchy was no longer current. So one had to face a new question: ‘Why should one follow the law made by the monarch?’ And the new answer was: ‘because he is sovereign’. By this, we have exchanged God and divine natural law for the secularised doctrine of sovereignty.² In addition, because of the need for a clear-cut solution, (monarchical) sovereignty – as described by Jean Bodin, the father of the concept, in his *Six livres de la République* (1576), later explicitly by Thomas Hobbes in his *Leviathan* (1651) and implicitly by Samuel von Pufendorf in his *De jure naturae et gentium* (1672) – was conceived to be ‘all or nothing’, i.e., either unlimited or non-existent. According to this doctrine, in a given territorial entity there is only one single final and unlimited decision-centre that cannot be questioned, neither from inside (internal aspect) nor from outside (external aspect).

In the next centuries, the discussion on the concept of sovereignty focused on how to tame this unleashed concept, which was necessary to maintain peace and order in the time of the religious wars, but had become one of the major threats to peace and freedom in the new political context. This was because, if there was such an absolutistic competence, then you had to possess it; otherwise your enemy would use it against you. Bodin, Hobbes and Pufendorf had invented the big gun, and in the next centuries a series of philosophers, politicians and lawyers worked on the problem of where to hide it, so that no one got hurt.

TAMING THE INTERNAL ASPECT OF SOVEREIGNTY: COMPROMISE STRATEGIES IN NATIONAL CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

The question of who possesses this unlimited sovereignty has led to or threatened to lead to bloody conflicts and civil wars in different European countries. In England, the major scene of this long-lasting conflict was the Civil War of 1642-48.³ The solution was found finally in the compromise formula ‘King-in-Parliament’ (currently: ‘Queen-in-Parliament’) by the Glorious Revolution (1688-89).⁴ As Blackstone formulated it,

⁴ The expression ‘Parliamentary Sovereignty’ is imprecise; as the highest law-making power does not lie with the Parliament but with ‘King-in-Parliament’ (by his royal assent), see Theo Langheid, *Souveränität und Verfassungstaat. The Sovereignty of Parliament* (Köln, 1984) p. 328-329 – even if the monarch did not refuse the royal assent to a bill in the last three centuries, see Christopher
In all States there is an absolute Supreme Power, to which the Right of Legislation belongs; and which, by the singular Constitution of these Kingdoms, is vested in the King, Lords, and Commons.\(^5\)

Sovereignty (in the English perception: the highest law-making power) was given to the old enemies (King and Parliament) together, to their common custody.\(^6\) We can call it the *sharing* strategy. 'King-in-Parliament' can make, amend and repeal any laws without restriction, as there is no constitution in the continental European sense. So sovereignty is still perceived as indivisible, unlimited,\(^7\) but no longer as belonging to a single individual.

In France, the theory of Bodin on monarchical sovereignty received a new challenge: popular sovereignty (*souveraineté populaire*) as represented by Rousseau.\(^8\) The unanswered question (besides other factors) whether the monarch or the people are sovereign, contributed to the outbreak of the French Revolution (1789). The structure of Rousseau's sovereignty theory was actually at some points very similar to that of Bodin, except that for Rousseau, sovereignty is the exercise of the general will (*volonté générale*) and not of the will of the monarch. It is still indivisible; it has simply a new bearer: the people.

The conflict was solved – as opposed to England – not by conferring sovereignty on monarch and people, but by creating an abstract spiritual subject that can safeguard this dangerous weapon: the nation.\(^9\) The idea of national sovereignty (*souveraineté nationale*) was born in 1789 in the French Revolution.\(^10\) The invention of this very abstract concept was an attempt to reach a compromise

---


\(^6\) The law-making by ‘King-in-Parliament’ is consistent both with the idea that law-making authority belongs to the monarch who chooses to exercise this right only with the consent of his subjects, and with the idea that authority belongs to the whole community, see Jeffrey Goldsworthy, ‘The Development of Parliamentary Sovereignty’, in H.T. Dickinson & Michael Lynch (eds.), *The Challenge to Westminster. Sovereignty, Devolution and Independence* (East Linton, 2000) p. 12 and 14.


\(^8\) Jean-Jacques Rousseau, *Du Contrat Social* (Amsterdam, 1762).


\(^10\) Sieyès, *Qu’est-ce que le Tiers Etat?* (s. l., 1789).
between popular sovereignty and the sovereignty of the monarch, in order (1) to avoid general suffrage (which follows from popular sovereignty) and (2) to avoid monarchical absolutism as well, but (3) at the same time to prevent the partition of the state territory by emphasising its indivisibility. The father of the concept, Sieyès, took part in the drafting both of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen (1789) and of the Constitution of the constitutional monarchy (1791), and his idea was received in both cases. As the nation is not simply the aggregation of citizens, but is rather a spiritual entity, this concept necessarily implies representative solutions as opposed to the directly democratic popular sovereignty. We will call this solution the mystifying strategy.

Today’s French constitutional doctrine, though, was reached only after a further compromise: a compromise between the compromise formula of national sovereignty on the one hand, and popular sovereignty on the other hand. Pure popular sovereignty was compromised by the extensive abuse of referenda under Napoleon I and Napoleon III; pure national sovereignty was perceived as insufficient from a legitimacy point of view. This ‘compromise of compromise’ can be found in Article 3 of the Constitution of the Fifth Republic in the following form: ‘National sovereignty belongs to the people ...’ It unifies the representative national sovereignty and the directly democratic, republican popular sovereignty. This path permitted acceptance both of the indivisibility of territory, the inalienability of sovereignty, and the representation by Parliament or the Head of State, on the one hand (national sovereignty), and on the other hand universal suffrage, referenda, and the republican form (popular sovereignty).

The question still remained, whether this sovereignty had some kind of limits. The taming of sovereignty by accepting its limited nature was achieved by a decision of the Constitutional Council in 1985 on New Caledonia: ‘The law once voted ... is the expression of the general will, but only with due respect for the

---

11 On the origins of the concept of national sovereignty, see Guillaume Bacot, Carré de Malberg et l’origine de la distinction entre souveraineté du peuple et souveraineté nationale (Paris, 1985).

12 Art. 3 of the Declaration of Human and Citizen’s Rights: ‘The principle of all sovereignty lies essentially in the Nation. No body, no individual may exercise any authority that does not expressly emanate from it.’ Title III Articles 1 and 2 of France’s first written Constitution of 3 Sept. 1791: ‘(1) Sovereignty is one, and cannot be divided, alienated or extinguished. It belongs to the Nation, and no section of the people, nor any individual, may claim to exercise it. (2) The Nation, from which all powers stem, may only exercise them by delegation.’


15 The very same formula was enacted already in Art. 3 of the 1946 Constitution (Fourth Republic).
constitution. One of the central ideas of continental European constitutionalism is that the sovereign beast is put in chains in the form of a constitution. Sovereignty can be used only in a specific (constitutional) manner. We can call it the chaining strategy. Unlimited sovereignty has become limited: we have redefined it.

Germany of the 19th century went a different way. Sovereignty was not conferred on a spiritual entity like the French ‘nation’, but rather on an abstract institution possessing legal personality: on the state (Staatssouveränität). Since Hegel, this concept was used to neutralize the conflict between monarchal sovereignty and popular sovereignty. Both the monarch and the people became mere organs of the state. Let us call this the institutionalising strategy. The concept of sovereignty was neutralized: no one was able to operationalize this ultima ratio in intrastate conflicts, i.e., to use it in concrete cases. The big gun was hidden for some decades until the Weimar Constitution conferred it on the people. The reaction to this was given by the (in)famous constitutional theorist Carl Schmitt. He stated, ‘sovereign is he who decides on the state of emergency’, i.e., the

16 Decision 85-197 DC 23 August 1985, see Ziller, supra n. 13, p. 268.
17 There remained, however, some rare exceptions: the Constitutional Council denied any review of amendments of the Constitution (either by the Parliament or by a referendum), see decision 2003-469 DC of 26 March 2003, and the review of any legislation approved in a referendum, see decision 92-313 DC of 23 Sept. 1992 (Maastricht III). Or, to put it simply: a ‘loi votée’ has to respect the Constitution only if it is not a constitutional amendment (by Parliament or by referendum) and if it is voted merely by Parliament (i.e., without a referendum).
21 This conceptual solution has led also to the current situation in German scholarship in which sovereignty as such is not really a topic, but rather ‘statehood’ serves as the central concept, see, e.g., Peter Badura, Staatsrecht, 3rd edn. (München, 2003) p. 1-5; Theodor Maunz & Reinhold Zippelius, Deutsches Staatsrecht, 30th edn. (München, 1998) p. 1-3; Hartmut Maurer, Staatsrecht I (München, 2003) p. 1-6.
22 Instead of the French ‘general will’ the German doctrine used the ‘state will’ as being behind the law-making process (Staatswillenspositivismus). The question of why the state has legitimacy for law-making was answered in a very specific way, namely, by the ‘doctrine of state goals’ (Staatszwecklehre), i.e., a doctrine explaining why and what a state as such has the imminent right to do in order to achieve specific aspects of the common good. By the emergence of popular sovereignty, the Staatszwecklehre had become outdated and useless (see Christoph Möllers, Staat als Argument (München, 2000) p. 192-198), but the state-centred conceptual framework (also in the traditional German genre of Allgemeine Staatslehre or ‘general theory of the state’ such as Karl Doehring, Allgemeine Staatslehre, 3rd edn. (Heidelberg, 2004)) is still very influential in Germany’s constitutional doctrine, see esp. Josef Isensee, ‘Staat und Verfassung’, in Josef Isensee & Paul Kirchhof (eds.), Handbuch des Staatsrechts der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Vol. II., 3rd edn. (Heidelberg, 2004) p. 3-106. Most constitutional law textbooks still have the title ‘state law’ (Staatsrecht), see, e.g., Ekkehart Stein & Götz Frank, Staatsrecht, 19th edn. (Tübingen, 2004); Ulrich Battis & Christoph Gusy, Einführung in das Staatsrecht, 4th edn. (Heidelberg, 1999); Dieter Schmalz, Staatsrecht, 3rd edn. (Baden-Baden, 1996).
23 Art. 1(2): ‘State authority derives from the people’.
Reichspräsident (according to Article 48 of the then valid Constitution of the Weimar Republic).\textsuperscript{24} Sovereignty was again claimed to belong to one single person. In addition, it was possessed by one single person until the Allies ended the war in 1945. The new German Basic Law in 1949 (re)enacted the popular sovereignty clause of the Weimar Constitution (Grundgesetz Article 20 II: ‘All power stems from the people.’) – with a strong limit however. A referendum was (and is) not allowed.\textsuperscript{25} The meaning of popular sovereignty became in that way just an abstract (emptied) formula about the legitimacy of Parliament(s). Sovereignty was given back to the people, but it became verboten for them to use it directly. It was hidden (by the Bundesverfassungsgericht) in a well-guarded bank vault; so the owner could not jeopardize others and him- or herself by using it.\textsuperscript{26} Only elected (chosen) agents, i.e., the Parliament, have been allowed to use it, and only under surveillance of the Bundesverfassungsgericht. We can call this the (monitored) agent strategy.

However, some even feared that the owner would one day ask for that well-guarded property from the bank and no one would be able to impede him. So the best way was to expropriate him or her, so we could secure the values of the constitution forever. But who should own the treasure? The answer followed from the goal of the expropriation: if we want to defend the constitution, then we should confer sovereignty on the constitution itself. Therefore, the most abstract, emptiest and most counterintuitive formula was born: the sovereignty of the constitution.\textsuperscript{27} The constitution is no longer the chain binding down the sovereign; it has become the sovereign itself. Sovereignty was superseded by its own chains. We can call this the substituting strategy.

Instead of using the German style of overcomplicating formulas, the Austrian constitutional doctrine simply dispensed with the concept. This was possible, as the constitution did not mention the term at all (as opposed, for example to the French Constitution). This approach can be traced back to Hans Kelsen, the famous Austrian constitutional and international lawyer who, as one of the drafters


\textsuperscript{25} The only exception is a referendum on new boundaries between two Länder according to Art. 29 of the Grundgesetz.

\textsuperscript{26} Sovereignty seems to be similar to the One Ring of the Lord of the Rings that is too dangerous for anybody to use, and mystifies and corrupts everybody bearing it. No moral stance is stronger than that, no will can resist it; it leads even the best to terrible actions. If you bear it, you do not possess it, but it possesses you. You love it, you call it ‘My Precious’, and you cannot live without it. It becomes even more important than your life.

\textsuperscript{27} Peter Häberle, Verfassung als öffentlicher Prozeß (Berlin, 1978) p. 368, 395. Similar views from the past by Hugo Krabbe, Lehre der Rechtssovereinität (Groningen, 1906) p. 97, and the German Hugo Preuß, Gemeinde, Staat und Reich (Berlin, 1889) p. 135.
of the Federal Constitution (B-VG) of 1920, still has enormous influence. Kelsen in his *Reine Rechtslehre* (*Pure Theory of Law*, 1934) tried to evolve a legal theory without sociological, political, and moral arguments (i.e., a pure theory) and to fight the traditional doctrine of sovereignty. In earlier writings, he decidedly criticised the traditional concept of sovereignty, which he felt was based on a jumbled mixture of legal and sociological arguments, i.e., a normative inference from facts (with the typical argument that from effective power stems a right to command). Kelsen argued that, if the two types of argumentation were kept distinct, two possible categorisations of sovereignty would remain. First, one could define sovereignty as factual (sociological) sovereignty – though one must then confront the reality that complete independence does not factually exist. In the alternative, if one were to define sovereignty as a legal term, two further definitions emerge. Either it is understood as a catalogue of state competences – which however become arbitrary and unjustifiable – or it is simply a characteristic of the legal order. Kelsen advocated the latter. He conceived of sovereignty as a feature of the legal order, namely, as ‘non-derivability’. This means that ‘sovereignty’, according to him, is a characteristic of a normative system. Thus, accepting both monism and the primacy of international law, which are other tenets of Kelsen’s theory, the state (in his perception the legal order) is not sovereign because it is derived from international law. Only international law is sovereign. As a result of these complicated considerations, the term ‘sovereignty’ is banned from constitutional considerations. The related problems are solved without this concept, e.g., instead of ‘popular sovereignty’ one speaks of ‘democracy’; instead of ‘independence’ one speaks of the ‘international legal situation of Austria’, and instead of ‘defending sovereignty’ rather of ‘maintaining the basic principles

---


29 Kelsen, *supra* n. 28, p. 7.


31 Kelsen, *supra* n. 28, p. 10.


33 Later, though, Kelsen develops an understanding of sovereignty as directness in international law (Hans Kelsen, ‘The Principle of Sovereign Equality of States as a Basis for International Organization’, *Yale Law Journal* (1944) p. 208), meaning that a legal order is sovereign when its validity follows directly from international law. In this sense, the state can properly be called sovereign – as opposed to non-sovereign (sub-)states within a federal state. However, at that time, Kelsen was already in the US, and these thoughts were no longer received in Austrian constitutional scholarship.
of the Federal Constitution’. Austria did not go the way of complicated compromise formulas, but rather excluded the concept as such from argumentation. The big gun was not hidden; it was destroyed. We can call this the disarmament strategy.34

In Hungary, for a long time, sovereignty did not occur as a problem of constitutional law. Hungarian constitutional scholarship was inoculated against sovereignty by the vaccine named the ‘doctrine of the Holy Crown’, which was first described at the beginning of the 16th century.35 It was an amalgam of medieval organic state theories and crown theories.36 According to this, the estates and the king were ‘partakers’ of the Crown, and the king himself did not have power but only the Holy Crown (i.e., the object exhibited today in the Hungarian Parliament in Budapest), with which he was crowned.37 The territory of the kingdom was owned by the Holy Crown; the king had only a mandate to exercise power for the Crown. In that form, the concept was already a compromise between estates and monarch. This mystical theory also allowed democratising in the sense that not only the estates but also all citizens eventually became ‘partakers of the Holy Crown’.38 This compromise strategy is actually similar to the French mystifying strategy of souveraineté nationale: conflicts are conceptually prevented by merging the rivals in a mystical entity.

With the end of second World War the kingdom fell, and with the newly established popular republic the sovereignty of the ‘working people’ appeared in Hungary. In the decades of socialism there was no need for a constitutional compromise, as dictatorships dislike admitting compromises (even if they sometimes make them), and the constitution was just a facade anyway. The transformation to the rule of law has filled the doctrine of popular sovereignty with content: referendums became possible.39 However, this competence seemed to jeopardize

34 For Kelsen, the grounds of the ‘disarmament’ were not political, but rather epistemological, see András Jakab, ‘Kelsens Völkerrechtslehre zwischen Erkenntnistheorie und Politik’, Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (2004) p. 1052-1053. This is, however, irrelevant from our point of view, because we are interested here in the practical political role of the concept. To put it in other words, Kelsen destroyed the (Austrian) big gun on technical and not on political grounds. The political consequences are the same, i.e., the neutralizing of the concept has been done.

35 Stephanus Werbőczy, Opus Tripartitum juris consuetudinarii inclyti regni Hungariae (Vienna, 1517).


37 The crown was holy because it was the crown of Holy Stephan (1000-38), the first king of Hungary, who had Christianised the Hungarians. So the crown also objectified the idea of divine legitimacy that survived (despite of secularisation in civil and political life) until the end of WWII. The secular doctrine of sovereignty was not commensurable with it.

38 See, e.g., Stephan Csekey, Die Verfassung Ungarns (Budapest, 1944) p. 208-218.

39 A referendum on details of transformation in 1989 played an important role in the set-up of the new democratic system. Later on, other referenda decided on both NATO and EU accessions of Hungary.
the constitutional system, when a referendum on a constitutional amendment was initiated in 1999 by an extra-parliamentary group. When the judges of the Constitutional Court, in spite of the lack of any explicit basis for this approach in the constitution, pulled the brake and unanimously declared unconstitutional any binding referendum on a constitutional amendment on the ground that a referendum is only a subsidiary form of exercise of power beyond the parliamen
tary principle, they probably thought that the people might vote irresponsibly on the grounds of temporary passions and emotions, without weighing conse-
quences.\footnote{Decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court, 25/1999. (VII. 7.) AB hat.} As Géza Kilényi points out, by this decision the referendum became ‘mere silver jewellery on the gown of the nation’.\footnote{Géza Kilényi, ‘A képviseleti és a közvetlen demokrácia viszonya a magyar államszervezetben’ (The Relationship Between Representative and Direct Democracy Within the Hungarian State Structure), \textit{Magyar Közigazgatás} (Hungarian Administration) (1999) p. 681.} Hungary has placed the big gun into a glass case, which can be shown proudly, but rather not be used. In fact, Hungary has ended up quite near to the German agent solution.

If we want to systematise the neutralizing strategies, then we can differentiate between five different types. The simplest one is the sharing between different bodies (King and Parliament in England). The most used is the creation of a new unreal bearer of sovereignty (to which the claimants might belong), like state (Germany No. 1), nation (France), Crown (Hungary No 1.), or constitution (Ger-
many No. 3). The third type is leaving the sovereignty itself untouched but for-
bidding the making use of it (Germany No. 2 and Hungary No. 2). The most radical solution is to abolish the concept (Austria). Finally, the typical lawyerly method of redefining the concept was used by the chaining strategy in the form of a constitution (here shown by the example of France).

These five abstract types cover, in my view, all the general strategies conceptu-
ally possible – even if the concrete national cases are not the only possible ex-
amples of them.

\textbf{TAMING THE EXTERNAL ASPECT: CHALLENGES TO INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SOVEREIGNTY}

The idea of absolute sovereignty sketched in the introduction (i.e., in a given territorial entity there is only one final decision centre) became generally accepted in international relations by the Peace of Westphalia (1648).\footnote{Christopher Harding & C.L. Lim, ‘The significance of Westphalia: an archaeology of the international legal order’, in Christopher Harding (ed.), \textit{Renegotiating Westphalia} (The Hague e.a., 1999) p. 1-23. Or at least later this date was chosen as the milestone, even if at that time the doctrine was still counterfactual, see Stéphane Beaulac, \textit{The Power of Language in the Making of International Law} (Leiden e.a., 2004) p. 71-101.} Its main principle
was non-intervention, applicable also to the Pope, which meant a secularisation in international relations. At that time it seemed to be the best way to secure peace and stability in international relations – i.e., for the same reasons put forth by Bodin, Hobbes and Pufendorf.

This Westphalian paradigm can be characterised as follows. The world consists of, and is divided by, sovereign states which recognise no superior authority; the process of law making, the settlement of disputes and law enforcement are largely in the hands of individual states. All states are internationally regarded as equal before the law; legal rules do not take account of asymmetries of power. International law is orientated to the establishment of minimal rules of co-existence; the creation of enduring relationships among states is an aim, but only to the extent that it allows national political objectives to be met. Responsibility for wrongful cross-border acts is a ‘private matter’ concerning only those affected; differences among states are ultimately settled by force; the principle of effective power holds sway. Virtually no legal fetters exist to curb the resort to force; international legal standards afford minimal protection. The minimisation of impediments to state freedom is the ‘collective’ priority.

The right definition or test for international legal sovereignty in order to find out whether a territorial entity is sovereign has always been contested. One attempt is to list the sovereign rights (competences) such as: 1. the right to have international relations and make treaties, 2. the right to have its own currency, 3. the right to have an army and police, 4. non-intervention by other states, and

---


44 Emmerich de Vattel, _Le droit des gens_ (Londres, 1758), (Washington, 1916) p. 7 states a nation is sovereign ‘qui se gouverne elle-même sous quelque forme que ce soit sans dépendance d’aucune étranger’ (that governs itself in whatever form but independently from anything foreign).

45 The self-subjection theory of Georg Jellinek, that says a state has international legal obligations only by subjecting itself to these, was founded on these presuppositions, Georg Jellinek, _Die rechtliche Natur der Staatenverträge_ (Wien, 1880). Alf Ross shows how paradoxical this theory was: ‘One either has to take seriously that the state is only limited by its own will; but in that case there will be no real limits, no real international law. Or one will have completely to embrace the restrictions of international law. However, in that case the state will be bound by things beyond its own free will, and will in that case not be “absolutely sovereign”’, see Alf Ross, _International Law. An Introduction_ (København, 1984), p. 44 (in Danish), cited by Marlene Wind, _Sovereignty and European Integration. Towards a Post-Hobbesian Order_ (Basingstoke e.a., 2001) p. 9. Also the obvious problem why new states are obliged by old international customary law (and by _jus cogens_) was never solved.

46 Emmerich de Vattel, _Le droit des gens_ (Londres, 1758), (Washington, 1916) p. 7: ‘A dwarf is as much a man as a giant; a small Republic is no less a sovereign state than the most powerful kingdom.’ The formulation is perceived as a sign of individualist philosophy at the inter-state level by Wilhelm G. Grewe, _The Epochs of International Law_ (Berlin & New York, 1984) p. 415.

47 Until the Briand-Kellogg Pact (1928), which later also became customary international law, abolished the _ius ad bellum_ in international law.
5. the competence-competence within a state (and its special original form, the *pouvoir constituant*).\(^{48}\) The question of how to find out which rights are sovereign rights, and which are not, was never answered. Therefore, the list might be non-comprehensive. Unfortunately from the perspective of our interest in defining the notion, sovereignty as such is not defined in any international treaty either (probably, because an agreement on it would be impossible); the concept of sovereign equality is simply presupposed by Article 2(1) of the United Nations Charter: ‘The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members.’ Again, unfortunately, the concept of ‘sovereign equality’ is not as obvious as the drafters of the United Nations Charter would have us believe. ‘Equality’ probably means equality in two basic rights: exclusion of any other state, i.e., protection of a state’s autonomy and independence (impermeability of territory, *par in parem non habet iurisdictionem* [immunity]), on the one hand, the state’s equal membership in the international community, i.e., in the United Nations (with the important infringement on equality in the Security Council), on the other hand.\(^{49}\) But what could ‘sovereignty’ mean? By having a look at the *travaux préparatoires*, it becomes clear that ‘sovereignty’ was meant simply to exclude the legal superiority of any one state over another;\(^ {50}\) i.e., sovereignty simply means equality in the enjoyment of the two ‘sovereign’ rights mentioned above.\(^{51}\)

However, the full acceptance of the first sovereign right, i.e., the exclusivity, is not satisfactory in the light of new challenges, especially of globalisation.\(^{52}\) Its environmental,\(^{53}\) economic\(^ {54}\) and criminal aspects make clear that we are facing a new kind of state interdependence with cross-border dangers. So it is becoming slowly recognized that for the same reasons for which Bodin and Hobbes invented their concept, i.e., for security and stability, the traditional sovereignty concept should be derogated. More co-operation is needed between states, or even subordination. We are facing – to use an expression by Stephan Hobe – a time of open statehood (offene Staatlichkeit).\(^ {55}\)

---

\(^{48}\) For a similar ‘listing approach’ in contemporaneous literature see Antonio Cassese, *International Law* (Oxford e.a., 2001) p. 89-90.


\(^{50}\) Ibid., p. 128.

\(^{51}\) The dominant view is that sovereign equality is not *jus cogens*, so every state can deviate from it by international treaty, see ibid., p. 137.


\(^{53}\) For a detailed analysis, see Cornelis Theunis van der Lugt, *State Sovereignty or Ecological Sovereignty?* (Baden-Baden, 2000).

\(^{54}\) David A. Smith, Dorothy J. Solinger & Steven C. Topik (eds.), *States and Sovereignty in the Global Economy* (London e.a., 1999).

Another new phenomenon challenging the Westphalian paradigm is that after the demise of the Soviet-Union, the Western World can force its morals (human rights, democracy) on the rest of the world.\(^{56}\) It is leading to the derogation of essential parts of sovereignty, such as immunity (Pinochet case) and non-intervention (Yugoslavia). It can be feared that this new approach may lead to wars similar to the religious wars of the 16-17th centuries.\(^{57}\)

A third new challenge to traditional international legal sovereignty, forming a central part of this paper, is European integration. With regard to European Union member states it is no longer plausible to talk about the traditional sovereignty concept, as European Community law obviously strongly intervenes in internal state relations of member states, and as Community law perceives itself as original (not delegated) authority. This was clearly stated by the European Court of Justice in \(\text{Costa v. ENEL}\):

\[
\text{the law stemming from the treaty, an independent source of law, could not because of its special and original nature, be overridden by domestic legal provisions, however framed, without being deprived of its character as Community law and without the legal basis of the Community itself being called into question (emphasis added).}^{58}\]

European Community law is directly applicable and prevails over the national legal order, including constitutions (supremacy). This approach presupposes the European Union’s sovereignty,\(^{59}\) even if the Court of Justice drew the consequence rather moderately in \(\text{Van Gend en Loos}\), stating ‘the Community constitutes a new legal order’ for the benefit of which member states ‘have limited their sovereign rights’.\(^{60}\) In fact, by accepting supremacy and direct effect, a new sovereign was born.


Therefore, we have a serious and explicit legal challenge regarding the sovereignty of Union member states. The European Union does intervene seriously in internal matters of these states, and the statement of non-intervention by outer decision centres is not plausible regarding these countries. These states obviously have not only one final decision centre, but two. It is worthwhile to have a look at the member state (constitutional and doctrinal) answers as to how they face this new challenge.

**Member state answers to (and ignorance of) the constitutional challenge of Union membership**

The main British solution for dealing with the legal problems of European Union membership was section 2(4) European Communities Act 1972: ‘any enactment passed or to be passed ... shall be construed and have effect subject to the foregoing provisions of this section’. The supremacy of Community law was based on it.61 As Community law empowers both the courts and the executive, the only loser of the new situation is Parliament. Therefore, the question is how to deal with it in the light of the traditional British doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty (or more precisely: the sovereignty of ‘King and Parliament’).62 There are two main traditional approaches for this. The first one (the orthodox approach) argues, that supremacy of Community law is based on the will of Parliament, and Parliament retains the right to repeal or amend an Act in a manner inconsistent with Treaty obligations.63 The second one (the common law approach) argues that the authority of the courts is not derived from Parliament, but is original. The fact that the courts apply Community law instead of British law in case of conflicts is not as revolutionary as it seems to be at first sight, because ‘King in Parliament’ was never omnicompetent. Sedley has referred to it as a:

bi-polar sovereignty of the Crown in Parliament and the Crown in its courts, to each of which the Crown’s ministers are answerable – politically to Parliament, legally to the courts.64

Or, in the words of Paul Craig: ‘there is no a priori inexorable reason why Parliament, merely because of its very existence, must be regarded as legally omnicom-

---

61 Paul Craig & Gráinne de Búrca, EU Law, 3rd edn. (Oxford e.a., 2003) p. 301-312.
petent.65 This common law approach is rather a legacy of the time before modern statehood, but it has something in common with the orthodox view: it is based on the idea of British sovereignty – the two approaches simply confer sovereignty onto (partly) different bodies.

Similarly, the dominant view in French constitutional doctrine sees French sovereignty as still existing despite European Union membership.66 The three Maastricht decisions of the Constitutional Council did not deal directly with member state sovereignty as endangered by European integration, but presupposed in the argumentations that it still exists.67 In its Maastricht II Decision, the Constitutional Council argued that

constitution-making power is sovereign; it may repeal, modify or complement clauses that have constitutional value in the form it deems appropriate; and thus nothing opposes the introduction of new clauses in the Constitution which derogate from a constitutional rule or principle in the circumstances it refers to; such a derogation may be explicit as well implicit.68

So the French constitution-making power was able to allow membership in the European Union by an explicit clause. In Maastricht III 92-313 DC of 23 September 1992, the Council had been asked by members of Parliament if the Act that was approved by referendum and allowed for the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty was compatible with the Constitution. The Council found that it lacked any jurisdiction to review any act approved by referendum, because such acts ‘constitute the direct expression of national sovereignty’ as they ‘have been adopted by the French People by referendum’.69 So, in conclusion, the French answer is that (French) national sovereignty still belongs to the (French) people.70 The French

67 In Maastricht I, decision 92-308 DC of 9 April 1992, the Council had been asked by the President of the Republic whether the Maastricht Treaty could be ratified without prior amendment of the Constitution (cf. Art. 3 on sovereignty). The answer was no, so Art. 88 was amended for Maastricht (‘transfer of necessary competences’). See Florence Chaltiel, La souveraineté de l’État et l’Union européenne, l’exemple français (Paris, 1999) p. 164–166 and 176-179.
68 In Maastricht II, decision 92-312 DC of 2 Sept. 1992, the Council was asked by members of Parliament if the Maastricht Treaty was compatible with the Constitution as it had been revised in the meantime. This time the Council declared the Treaty in conformity with the Constitution.
69 Paradoxically, due to the wording of Art. 3 of the Constitution, the Council had to quote this power of referendum as the direct expression of national sovereignty, whereas it is de facto clearly a triumph for popular sovereignty. See Ziller, supra n. 13, p. 273.
70 Thus, also the supremacy of EC law over French constitutional law can be based only on the French Constitution itself, see Jan Herman Reestman, ‘Conseil Constitutionnel on the Status of (Secondary) Community Law in the French Internal Order. Decision of 10 June 2004, 2004-496 DC’, 1 EuConst (2005) p. 316-317.
people can use this sovereignty towards any goal, even for an accession to the European Union. At the most, we can talk about a temporary self-limitation of national sovereignty with the remaining possibility of revoking it.

In Germany, Article 23 I Grundgesetz allows conferral of ‘sovereign powers’ on the European Union, under the precondition of safeguarding the principles of German constitutional law (democratic, social, and federal principles and the rule of law), as well as subsidiarity. The German Federal Constitutional Court, the Bundesverfassungsgericht, in a series of decisions (Solange I, Solange II, Maastricht, Banana Market) emphasized that 1. member states are ‘still masters of the Treaties’ (Herren der Verträge) and 2. the German Federal Constitutional Court has the right to review European Union measures (particularly on their compatibility with the fundamental rights of the Grundgesetz), although 3. it will not exercise this right because generally the protection of fundamental rights in the Union is on a high level. These arguments were also based on the continued existence of national sovereignty (or within the German conceptual framework: statehood) in the European Union.

In Austria, as we have already seen above, the concept of sovereignty is not used. The argumentation has, however, a similar structure. The dominant opinion states that, though European Union law has supremacy over Austrian law, even over ‘simple’ constitutional law, the core constitution, i.e., the ‘basic principles’ of the Federal Constitution (that can be modified according to Article 44(3) B-VG only by a referendum), cannot be derogated from (unless a referendum approves it).

In Hungary, the integration clause of the constitution speaks only about jointly exercising and not about conferring competences. The strange formula seeks to ensure the defence of national sovereignty. This has, however, only a rhetorical importance, as in practice the same will happen as when competences had been conferred. Just as in other Eastern European member states, it is often emphasized

71 ‘To realize a unified Europe, Germany participates in the development of the European Union, which is bound to democratic, social, and federal principles and the rule of law as well as the principle of subsidiarity and provides a protection of human rights essentially equivalent to that of this Constitution [Grundgesetz]. The Federation can, for this purpose and with consent of the Senate [Bundesrat], delegate sovereign powers. …’
73 Art. 2/A.(1): ‘By virtue of treaty, the Republic of Hungary, in its capacity as a Member State of the European Union, may exercise certain constitutional powers jointly with other Member States to the extent necessary in connection with the rights and obligations conferred by the treaties on the foundation of the European Union and the European Communities (hereinafter referred to as “European Union”); these powers may be exercised independently and by way of the institutions of the European Union.’
that sovereignty itself is not affected by accession to the Union, but only competences. As Anneli Albi points out, this ‘soveraignist’ thinking also appears in the texts of constitutions, which are often characterised by a traditional ethno-cultural approach, by a series of provisions about sovereignty and independence and their safeguards, by the ethnically defined nation-state and by national self-determination. Constitutions often differentiate between independence and sovereignty: partial delegation of sovereignty is sometimes accepted (internal aspect, competences), but never a derogation of independence (statehood or external sovereignty). These constitutions and their scholarship mostly do not speak the language of post-sovereignty but rather a pre-Soviet language of old-style, ethno-cultural sovereignty. This can be explained by the fact that autonomous control or even statehood has just been (re)established, so the sensitivity of the question is much stronger. In conclusion, these countries adhere even more strongly and obviously to the rhetoric of national sovereignty than those in Western Europe.

Finding a new compromise formula between national sovereignty and European integration

The situation shortly described is that dominant views in the member states’ constitutional doctrines ignore the actual challenge of the European Union to national sovereignty and by some kind of self-deception believe that (almost) nothing has changed. Why is this so? It is because the question of sovereignty is not a neutral, scientific one. It is a highly politicised concept, a politically highly sensitive area. No one wants to see sovereignty given up to another entity (without feeling primarily a member of the latter), because it is linked to identity. ‘We are

---

75 E.g., in the Polish literature Cezary Mik, ‘Sovereignty and European Integration in Poland’, in Neil Walker (ed.), Sovereignty in Transition (Oxford, 2003) p. 398, as sovereignty is not mentioned in the text of the empowerment clause of Art. 90 Polish Constitution. It is worth mentioning that this Article is generally about conferring competences on international organizations. A special Europe-clause does not exist in Poland.


79 Cf. Albi, supra n. 77, p. 18-36.
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sovereign’, and simply the state is sovereign, in which we are living. There is a series of traditional criticisms of it, both for descriptive reasons and for normative (moral) reasons, and some new ones based on the new internal state structure of multi-centred ‘polyarchy’, but they all remain ineffective and unconvincing for all those who were touched by the identity spirit of sovereignty. These people would never give up ‘Their Precious’, neither for epistemological, nor for moral reasons.

However, European integration calls at least for a compromise, as it has happened several times in the history of sovereignty. As a typical lawyerly task, we are called upon to elaborate conceptual solutions that ensure that national sovereignty does not endanger European integration (so it cannot be operationalised anymore), but which does not frustrate the member states by expropriating them of their sovereignty. We need an argumentation strategy that satisfies both of these requirements.

So the time has come to look back at whether the compromises applied in national constitutional law as shown above can be used here analogically. The five general strategies sketched above covering, in my view, all the strategies conceptually possible are (just to recall them) as follows: the sharing strategy, the creation of a new unreal bearer of sovereignty, leaving sovereignty itself untouched but forbidding the use of it, abolishing the concept, and finally redefining the concept.

The sharing (British) way would be to give sovereignty to those rivals who claim it. In our case it would be a doctrine similar to the United States doctrine of shared (or divided) sovereignty. At the end of the 18th century, when the Ameri-
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82 Jacques Maritain, Man and the State (Chicago, 1951) p. 51-53 argues that sovereignty means absolutism, and accountability contradicts sovereignty, so we have to give up the concept on moral grounds. For a similar moral conclusion, see Bertrand de Jouvenel, Souveraineté. À la recherche du bien politique (Paris, 1955) p. 235, 251-252, 266-268, 360-371, who thinks sovereignty means power that is above the rules. For an attack in the name of individualism, see Harold J. Laski, Studies in the Problem of Sovereignty (New Haven, 1917) p. 5, 273.

83 Horst Dreier, ‘Souveränität’, in Görres-Staatslexikon, Vol. 4., 7th edn. (Freiburg e.a., 1988), p. 1207-1208 talks (on the trail of Harold Laski, Ernst Forsthoft and Werner Weber) about loss of internal state competences because of polyarchy, party statehood (i.e., when the actual state power lies with different political parties) and the rule of corporations, which is similar to the feudalism (i.e. the time before sovereignty and before modern statehood).

can Union was founded, the United States were conceived as something ‘sui generis’, just like the European Union today.\cite{Goldsworthy:2006} Shared sovereignty would mean for us that sovereignty is divided between Brussels and the member states.\cite{Ziller:2003} This doctrine has, however, a dark history. As David Livingstone points out,

> The debate over the European Union today resembles the debate of 1787-89 between the Federalists and Anti-federalists, the latter of which feared that the Constitution would end in a consolidated nationalism, and the former who assured them that such could never happen. One hopes that this will not degenerate into something like the shouting match between southerners who claimed that the Constitution was not a consolidated regime and northern unionists who declared that it was and always had been. However, it could. One already hears from the left the claim that the European Union is an instrument for achieving human rights and that the powers surrendered to the Union cannot be recalled. This was exactly Lincoln’s doctrine. Unless the right of secession is thought through and faced squarely, one can imagine Europe re-enacting the melancholy history of the United States.\cite{Livingstone:1998}

The mere doctrine of divided sovereignty without an explicit answer to the question of secession is not a stable compromise formula.\cite{Rakove:2002} We can argue that it is already possible according to the general rules of public international law – so this problem does not seem to be unsolvable. Nevertheless, the major problem is rather that member state constitutional rhetoric does not want to admit that its ‘Precious’ is divided with anyone, so we should rather search for another solution.

After the sharing strategy, let us have a look at the strategies creating a new bearer. The French way would be to invent an imaginary concept like the European nation or spirit bearing the sovereignty together with the people. The problem is to decide whether the people are the European people or the peoples of the member states. The former (i.e. to base sovereignty partly on a European people) would not be consistent with the national popular sovereignties, and thus would be unacceptable from a member state point of view. The latter would result in a

\cite{Goldsworthy:2006} Goldsworthy, supra n. 84, p. 424.
\cite{Ziller:2003} For a similar view in French literature (i.e., member state sovereignty has transformed, and some kind of European sovereignty has emerged), see Florence Chaltiel, La souveraineté de l’Etat et l’Union européenne, l’exemple français (Paris, 1999) p. 380-385 and Ziller, supra n. 13, p. 277. According to Chaltiel, this European sovereignty is however not autonomous, but rather a ‘souveraineté collective’ of the member states and a polyarchy (defined as a political system characterised by a plurality of decision centres) in the sense of Robert Dahl, see ibid., p. 467-469.
\cite{Rakove:2002} On the fact that sovereignty matters were not thought through thoroughly by the Founding Fathers, see Jack N. Rakove, ‘American Federalism: Was There an Original Understanding?’, in Mark R. Killenbeck (ed.), The Tenth Amendment and State Sovereignty (Lunham MD, 2002) p. 107-129.
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solution similar to divided sovereignty. The ‘European nation or spirit’ would mean practically Brussels; the peoples of member states would mean the national level. As we have noted above, it is not a viable way.

The first German solution would be some kind of complicated abstract institution bearing sovereignty. Again, we can use United States constitutional history to clarify the analogy. One of the conceptual solutions for that sovereignty problem was that sovereignty is vested in three-fourths of the States governments as forming one aggregate body (constitution-amending power).\footnote{John C. Hurd, The Theory of our National Existence (Boston, 1881) p. 140, 374; Albert Venn Dicey, Lectures Introductory to the Study of the Law of the Constitution, 2nd edn. (London, 1886) p. 135 and Lester Bernhard Orfield, The Amending of the Federal Constitution (Ann Arbor e.a., 1942) p. 153-155.} In the European Union this would mean sovereignty is vested in the whole of the member states’ legislatures as forming one aggregate body (treaty-amending power). The member states still have their sovereignty as members of that aggregate body; they simply exercise it together with the other member states.\footnote{This idea is actually identical to the background theory of the Hungarian Europe-clause, see supra n. 73.} As opposed to the idea of shared sovereignty (quasi-British solution, see above), the Union itself would not gain sovereignty in this conception. This doctrine is one possible solution from a member state point of view (sometimes referred to as ‘pooled sovereignty’),\footnote{Ingolf Pernice, ‘Die Europäische Verfassung’, Walter Hallstein-Institut Papers 12/01 (2001) p. 5.} but not the only one. It is, however, doubtful whether this is in conformity with the self-perception of Community law as a supreme and autonomous legal order in the Union territory. This is namely a compromise rather amongst the member state sovereignties and not between member state sovereignty and European integration. Thus it would not be acceptable from an integrationist point of view.

The third German option would be to confer sovereignty on the Founding Treaties. However, this is not only counterintuitive, but also requires the member states to give up their sovereignty. Therefore, this option stands no chance of success either.

The historical Hungarian solution would be to construe a community (though without the mystical idea of objectifying it in a Crown) ‘partaker’ of which is everybody who claims original power. That would mean a jumbled community of ‘European people’, (British) ‘King and Parliament’, (French) ‘nation and people’, (Hungarian and German) ‘peoples of member states’, etc., bearing the sovereignty. Nevertheless, as opposed to the idea of shared sovereignty, the partakers do not possess on their own any part of sovereignty; only the community as a whole bears the sovereignty (and it bears it in its entirety).\footnote{This idea could be backed by the use of mixed agreements concluded jointly by EC and member states, see a positive law base for it by Art. 133(6), second indent, EC Treaty.} Even if this post-modern-like
network idea might be seductive from a democratic point of view because of the interesting combination of popular sovereignty of different peoples, it would require the member states to give up their sovereignty. Thus we have to refuse this analogy as well. If we however suggest that in this jumbled aggregate body every part (both EU and member states) retain their own sovereignties (a situation described by Samantha Besson as ‘cooperative sovereignty’), then member states should recognize that they are just one of the competing sovereignties even within their own territories. Such a generous renunciation seems rather unlikely either.

The next neutralizing strategy to be examined is the ‘leaving sovereignty itself untouched but forbidding the use of it’ (Germany No. 2 and Hungary No. 2). This would mean that the argument of sovereignty becomes a taboo except for mere rhetorical purposes. Member states are still sovereign, the European Union might be sovereign (or might not be), but we do not use sovereignty as an argument for the solution of concrete conflicts. Each side has its big gun, but nobody dares to use it, because the consequences are unforeseeable. To use the metaphor by Joseph Weiler, we can call it the cold war strategy. The problem is that we would need a detailed competence regulation accepted by both sides solving all possible conflicts. Unfortunately, we do not have such a regulation: the European Court of Justice and the national constitutional courts are obviously working with partly different competence regulations. So, in the taut atmosphere, there is a danger that war will break out every moment; the two sides refrain from using their guns only because of fear. One would rather wish a less risky solution.

We can also try the Austrian abolishing (or disarmament) analogy. This means we have to get rid of the concept. This is the way Neil MacCormick proceeds in his  *Questioning Sovereignty* (1999). He finds that we have reached the era of post-sovereignty; sovereignty as such is outdated. According to him, sovereignty is

---


94 Similar solutions are known in public international law, e.g., by Art. IV of the Antarctic Treaty on the ‘freezing’ of sovereignty questions and on concentrating rather on concrete problems.

95 Joseph H.H. Weiler, ‘The Reformation of European Constitutionalism’, *Journal of Common Market Studies* (1997) p. 125 talks about ‘cold war with its paradoxical guarantee of co-existence following the infamous MAD logic: Mutual Assured Destruction.’ And he continues: ‘For [a national constitutional court] … to declare a Community norm unconstitutional, rather than simply threaten to do so, would be an extremely hazardous move so as to make its usage unlikely.’ Such a declaration of unconstitutionality would include always (at least implied) references to national sovereignty.


97 For a similar suggestion in German literature, see Anne Peters, *Elemente einer Theorie der Verfassung Europas* (Berlin, 2001) p. 148.
‘like virginity, something that can be lost by one without another’s gaining it ...’ – and we do not have to be sad about it (just as with losing virginity ...). He recommends that we rather simply ignore and dismiss sovereignty. Thus, conflicts between European Union law and national law are to be decided by international law, without recurring to this concept. The obvious problem with this approach is that it awaits national constitutional lawyers giving up the whole idea of national sovereignty. And that will not happen, because the question is beyond rational discussion as it is too politicised and strongly linked to identity.

Finally, we have to explore the possibility of redefinition. One solution could be to define member state sovereignty in the European Union as the right to secession. This means that (presupposing the existence of this right to secession) member states are still sovereign, but as long as they play the game called European Union they have to follow its rules. The option of secession is there, but no other way of resistance is legitimate, and the supremacy of Union law should be accepted even over national constitutions. Unfortunately, national constitutional courts are not willing to accept this compromise. Therefore, we need a more sophisticated solution that does not require explicitly accepting supremacy of Union law over national constitutions.

Exactly for this reason, the path taken by Neil Walker, in his *Late Sovereignty in the European Union* (2003), is very interesting. He argues that we cannot get rid of this concept, because it is in the text of constitutions, and because everybody (lawyers, politicians) is using it. According to him, our task (as legal scholars) is to give a suitable meaning to it. His definition of sovereignty is a ‘claim of exclusive supreme power’. In Walker’s view, this claim has to be (to some extent) effective, so it still has an objective component. We could go even one step further and radicalise Walker’s original idea by fully ‘subjectivising’ this claim.

We could argue as follows: If sovereignty is just a subjective claim, then we have relativised and neutralized it without giving it up, because by introducing this claim-element into the definition, we have changed the Ought concept (e.g., right of supreme law-making) to an Is concept (a body or somebody is just claiming a right). If a body is sovereign, then it does not mean it has the ‘exclusive
This conception also allows parallel claims (characteristic to our era of ‘late sovereignty’) without being forced immediately to decide between them. This new parallelism of claims also means we are facing from a political science perspective an era of post-sovereignty. If traditional sovereignty can be characterised by a homogenous demos, state-centrism, centralism, verticality, representation, command and monism, then post-sovereignty is distinguished by consensus on rights, multilevel solutions, decentralisation, horizontality, participation, deliberation, pluralism, directly deliberative polyarchy.

So how could we avoid possible conflicts? The answer is given by the theory of contrapunctual law of Miguel Poiares Maduro. Counterpoint is the musical method of harmonising different melodies: if musicians obey some basic musical rules, then melodies played simultaneously do not have to be the same and still, on the whole, it will result in a musical harmony. According to Maduro, it is possible to reach harmony between two contradictory constitutional narratives in a similar way. The two narratives (national sovereignty and European integration) exclude each other mutually, but if we obey some basic rules, then we can avoid conflicts. These rules are: 1. recognizing the existence of other legal orders and at least the possibility of different viewpoints on the same norms (pluralism), 2. vertical and horizontal discourse among courts in order to achieve consistency in the system (i.e., at least considering the point of view of the respective court from the other legal order in the judgments), and 3. ‘universalisability’ (i.e., using only arguments that can also be used by the ‘other side’). These are the rules the sovereigns should bear as chains, similar to the constitutions limiting how to use sovereignty in internal state-relations. Yet, this is a solution only for preventing conflicts, so there is no answer to the question of how to solve conflicts already arisen – because following from the conflicting paradigms such a secured prevention is not possible.

So, how can we solve on a legal level the conflict between European integration and national sovereignty? What should be our answer to the question concerning sovereignty in the European Union? My point is exactly that it is a misunderstanding that we even should answer the question. The real lawyerly task (as we
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102 This conception also allows *parallel claims* (characteristic to our era of ‘late sovereignty’) without being forced immediately to decide between them. This new parallelism of claims also means we are facing from a political science perspective an era of post-sovereignty. If traditional sovereignty can be characterised by a homogenous demos, state-centrism, centralism, verticality, representation, command and monism, then post-sovereignty is distinguished by consensus on rights, multilevel solutions, decentralisation, horizontality, participation, deliberation, pluralism, directly deliberative polyarchy, see Richard Bellamy, ‘Sovereignty, Post-Sovereignty and Pre-Sovereignty’, in Neil Walker (ed.), *Sovereignty in Transition* (Oxford, 2003) p. 189 and Lindahl, *supra* n. 80, p. 90-92.
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have seen analogically in different constitutional laws) is to neutralize this question. There are times where straight answers are needed – like the 16-17th centuries. And there are times where straight answers are not needed – like now. Or to put it in a more cynical manner: our task is to avoid or to prevent the question, and if someone still poses it, then we should give a ‘solution’ that does not say anything practical for conflicts. Such a practical recommendation might seem disappointing from a scholarly point of view, but any other (straight) ‘solution’ would be unacceptable for at least one player of the game (as we have seen above), so it would just strengthen the possibility of conflicts outside of a common argumentative frame we are just trying to build up. If we do not want to strengthen the possibility of such conflicts, but rather to prevent them, then our paradoxical lawyerly task is to construe a legal uncertainty as to the legal outcome of a conflict (by developing complicated conceptual constructs which make virtually impossible the straight use of the sovereignty argument) and to give practical methods how to avoid the conflicts, so no one risks the conflict but everyone rather co-operates. Such a compromise strategy is of course useless if a conflict has already broken out. However, at that time, the say will lie with the politicians anyway, and not with us, lawyers. Inter arma silent musae. If that time comes, then we have already failed our task of neutralizing the question.